
HTML5 Applications and games 

Clickteam Fusion 2.5 allows you to build your application as a HTML5 project that can be directly uploaded 
to a web server. An HTML5 application will work on modern web browsers, without any modification. This 
is the perfect modern way to distribute your game or application. 

Advantages of HTML5 applications 

 The same file will work on any modern web browser, being on a PC, Mac, Linux machines or phone 
or tablet.  

 Small size of the application : the code of the runtime is shrank to a minimal size of under 300Kb, 
which is very small for the speed of today's networks. Furthermore, once loaded, the code of the 
runtime stays in the browser's cache and is instantly loaded the next time.  

 Applications run fast : on most PCs and on more and more tablets or phones, Javascript and HTML5 
run faster and faster. You will be able to display a large number of objects and have a complex event 
structure : the HTML5 runtime will cope with it.  

 Secure for the users : your application runs in a sandbox, a restricted area from where it is impossible 
to harm the user's machine.  

Advantages of Clickteam Fusion 2.5 for creating HTML5 applications 

 No need to program in Javascript. You can use Clickteam Fusion 2.5 visual programming system to 
create amazing games in a much simpler and faster way.  

 The browsers make use of hardware acceleration as soon as it is available, allowing you to display a 
huge number of objects.  

 Your application can contain a preloader to make people wait while your application is loading.  
 The great majority of the conditions, actions and expressions available for the Windows runtime are 

available in the HTML5 runtime. A large number of extensions has been ported and the number is 
increasing on a regular basis.  

 The Build & Run option of Clickteam Fusion 2.5 allows you to instantly test your application in its 
final state, within a browser, thanks to our internal local Web server.  

Thank you! 
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